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Venue: International Congress Centre Lyon 
50 Quai Charles de Gaulle, 69463  
Lyon, France 
 
 
 
 
Friday, 13 November 2015 
 
 
Opening Session and Key Note Speech 
16.00 - 16.45, chaired by Reinhard Bütikofer, Co-Chair EGP 
 
Speakers: 

- Reinhard Bütikofer MEP, Co-Chair EGP 
- Emmanuelle Cosse, National Secretary EELV, France 
- Philippe Lamberts, MEP, Belgium 

 
Reinhard Bütikofer opens the 23rd EGP Council and welcomes all delegates, participants, 
guests and Green friends. 
 
He shares some memories of the Committee Member Steve Emmott who has passed away end 
September 2015. A minute of silence is held in commemoration of him. 
 
Then Reinhard Bütikofer outlines the political topics at stake: the refugees’ crisis, the upcoming 
COP21 in Paris, the circular economy and economic governance, trade, and foreign policy. He 
emphasizes that the Green discourse around these topics should be one of hope rather than fear, 
as many right and extremist parties lead it. 
 
Emmanuelle Cosse welcomes the audience and thanks EGP for the support it gives to the 
French Greens EELV shortly before the regional elections, by holding the Council in Lyon, and in 
view of the upcoming COP21. She stresses that it is necessary to connect the Green struggles on 
a local, national and international level. 
 
Philippe Lamberts treats the question of how to give hope and to generate trust in a political 
context and time that lacks both: It is about acknowledging the gravity of situation, 2. Rejecting 
traditional and easy solutions and 3. Holding up Green visions. He finally holds that the Greens 
have to listen to those that are anxious in these times. 
 
 
Keynote speech on Climate Change 
 
Speaker: 

- Connie Hedegaard, European Commissioner for Climate Action in the European 
Commission from 2010 through 2014, Denmark  

 
Connie Hedegaard starts with a video that shows in an impressive manner that climate change 
is happening now, and how it is making existing problems worse, e.g. by enforcing crises like in 
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Syria. While one could become gloomy when looking at stalemates in international climate 
negotiations, it is clear that we cannot afford to be desperate if we want to stop climate change. It 
is worth looking at what is moving now, with countries coming up with proposals, cities moving 
ahead, citizens getting active, renewables booming. Connie Hedegaard holds for a need for 
stronger global politics and stronger global political institutions. The divestment 
movement touches the core of capitalist economy and can be an example of mid- and long-term 
thinking, strategies, and policies: pricing externalities is essential. What is most difficult for political 
parties is to change human (consumer or transport) behaviour where it is needed. She finishes by 
expressing her hope that the main economic institutions like the World Bank start leading a global 
debate on how to halt the beginning climate change.  
 
 
Opening Plenary on The Climate  
16:45 – 18:30, chaired by Reinhard Bütikofer, Co-Chair EGP 
 
Panellists: 

- Connie Hedegaard, Former European Commissioner for Climate Action in the 
European Commission, 2010-2014, Denmark  

- Carole Dieschbourg, Environment Minister of Luxembourg  
- Yannick Jadot MEP, Speaker for the Greens/EFA in the EP on Climate  
- Dennis Van Berkel, Legal Counsel Urgenda Foundation  

 
 
Reinhard Bütikofer opens the plenary by introducing the panellists.  
	
Dennis Van Berkel from the Dutch foundation Urgenda was invited to speak about the 
foundation’s law suit against the Dutch government, claiming that its’ inaction endangered the 
rights of the Dutch people and that by not contributing to the reduction of gashouse emissions, it 
violated the rights of the Dutch people. The foundation won the case, with the government now 
ruled by court to reduce gashouse emissions by 25% before 2020. 
	
Carole Dieschbourg, Luxemburg Minister for Environment, expresses her optimistic 
expectations on a positive outcome of the COP21. She underlines the bottom up process of 
governments all around the world, preparing for a transition: by now, 90% of the gashouse 
producers have committed themselves to fighting climate change, including China and Brazil; a 
figure that is incomparable to the situation we had with Kyoto and in Copenhagen. But also, local 
authorities and businesses start moving on a transition, sometimes even faster than national 
governments. She suggests taking the momentum of Paris, to move on even faster and to add 
more action to whatever will be agreed on in Paris. To finalise she mentions the co-benefits of a 
global agreement, such as democratisation, improvement of air quality, fight against poverty, and 
the development of smart infrastructure. 
 
Yannick Jadot speaks about Europe’s role in the fight against climate change. While he 
perceives the European Parliament no longer being as ambitious as it has long been, it is, 
compared to the other European actors, still the most ambitious one. Looking at the national 
level, the outlook is worse, with the states currently willing to reduce gashouse emission by 20% 
until 2020 and by 27% until 2030 without any contractual obligations. This reluctance is, due to the 
re-emergence of nationalist approaches in Europe also in the energy sector. Yannick Jadot points 
out that there is both a ‘gloomy discourse’ and an ‘optimistic discourse’ about the COP21. We do 
have the citizens-based revolution and a movement growing stronger and stronger, with people 
knowing very well that they have to change their behaviour in order to protect the climate. 
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However, and which ever discourse you prefer, the Greens have to emphasize that a reduction by 
less than 3 degrees simply would be unacceptable and that the Greens would have to say that 
clearly. He continues that if there is any European leadership, it is by the 2500 cooperatives 
organisations that push politicians forward. The challenge will be to overcome the contradictory 
nature of climate politics that is performed by national governments like the French one, 
reinvesting in nuclear energy.  
 
A round of Questions and Answers follows the interventions. Issues are covered like the 
resistance to a climate agreement by the US Republicans, the carbon divestment by the 
Norwegian government, Siberian permafrost and methane emissions, gender and climate change, 
Green-washing, development aid and climate financing, security aspects of climate change, nuclear 
energy as a wrong way out, and co-benefits of fighting climate change like quality of air.  
 
Connie Hedegaard reports from an OECD meeting on divestment that she attended. While 
until now it mainly was the ‘philanthropic sector’ that called for action, now more and more long-
term investors are becoming aware of future risks of investing in carbon industries. She holds that 
the movement still needs more activism, but that the fight against climate change is on a good way, 
with the topic getting into the core of academia and investor thinking. She argues for not only 
pointing to the gaps of the expected Paris COP21 agreement, but that the positive aspects have to 
be highlighted as well. 
 
Dennis Van Berkel holds that history is proving that the Greens were right in pointing to the 
climate change and the necessary actions, and that this would be the moment to say it and to tell 
people about existing solutions for a carbon-free society. In that sense, Paris will help building the 
narrative. 
 
Connie Hedegaard points out that the NATO, the Pentagon and other bodies have published 
numerous reports on climate and security, but they are until now more or less ignored. Any global 
agreement on climate can only be a combined bottom up – top down approach, Paris needing to 
be a hybrid. For example, monitoring and certification need to come top down. 
 
 
 
 
	
Saturday, 14 November 2015 
	
	
Plenary Session :  
Discussion on the Resolutions 
 09:00 – 10:00, chaired by Saraswati Matthieu, EGP Committee Member, 
and Mar Garcia, EGP Secretary General 
 
Saraswati Matthieu gives the authors of the tabled resolutions the opportunity for a brief 
introduction and explanation to the Council delegates and asks the floor if there are any 
questions.  
 
LMP, Hungary, informs that after consulting with the EGP Committee, they decided to postpone 
their resolution on the rights for minorities in Europe. The Committee announces that it will 
propose a format to deal with the topic more in depth in a next Council. 
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The delegates are informed that no emergency resolutions have been tabled by the deadline 
(Thursday, 12 November, 12 AM CET) and that the planned CAS session in the 
afternoon becomes obsolete.   
	
	
Plenary Session :  
Presentation of the Candidates 
10:00 – 11:45, chaired by Vula Tsetsi, Secretary General of GREENS/EFA 
in the EP, and Panu Laturi, EGP Committee Member 
	
Presentation of the Candidates for the EGP Committee 
 
The candidates for the Committee present themselves in two blocks: first the candidates for the 
dedicated Committee positions (Co-chairs, Treasurer, Secretary General), then the candidates for 
the “other Committee members”. Questions from the floor to each candidate follow the 
presentation.  
 
The order of the presenting candidates is: 
 
First block of presentations: 

- Monica Frassoni for the position of female co-chair 
- Reinhard Bütikofer for the position of male co-chair 
- Lena Lindström for the position of the treasurer 
- Mar Garcia for the position of the Secretary General 

 
Second block of presentations for the position ‘other Committee member’: 

- Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield  
- Steen Gade  
- Evelyne Huytebroeck  
- Maria Peteinaki  
- Michel Reimon  
- Oras Tynkkynen  
- Peter Ungar  
- Efi Xanthou  

 
 
Reinhard Bütikofer closes this session by informing the delegates and participants about the 
Committee’s decision to halt all Council activities due to the attacks that happened in Paris the 
night before. This decision followed the decision of EELV to suspend all political activities and was 
agreed in liaison with the French Greens. He announces that instead, a dedicated session on the 
Paris attacks will be held the same day at 14:00 where the Council would be able to express its 
feelings and considerations about the terror attacks and its implications.  
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Plenary Session :  
The Terrorist Attacks in Paris on Friday  
 14:00 – 16:00, chaired by Monica Frassoni, Co-Chair EGP 
	
Monica Frassoni opens the session by reading the statement on the terror attacks that the 
EGP Committee has published the same morning (LINK). This is followed by a statement from the 
EELV representatives Danielle Auroi, Nicolas Dubourg and Catherine Grèze. Subsequently, Green 
party leaders from all over Europe and beyond take the floor, expressing solidarity with the 
French people, condemning the attacks and pointing to political consequences and twists in the 
public discourses that this massacre might have.    
 
Reinhard Bütikofer closes the Council day. 
	
	
	
Sunday, 15 November 2015 
	
 
Closed session: 
Membership relations: review and applications 
08:30-09:15, chaired by Mar Garcia, EGP Secretary General 
 
Mar Garcia introduces by reporting about the EGP Committee’s activities 2015 directed 
towards the member parties and presents an overview of the Committee members’ travels to 
member parties. 

PM (Párbeszéd Magyarországért), Hungary   
Mar Garcia informs that a first scouting mission was held in the beginning of March 2015, and the 
actual Fact Finding Mission in the beginning of July 2015. The Committee is at this point not 
prepared to propose candidate membership yet. 

Lithuania Green Party, Lithuania   
A first scouting mission was held mid April 2015. The Committee discussed the report in 
September last and decided to wait with preparing a recommendation to Council until after the 
local elections in Latvia in autumn 2016.  

DOM, Macedonia   
The Committee recommends voting in favour of candidate membership of DOM. Later this 
morning DOM will give a short presentation followed by a Q&A session. 

Other applications in the pipeline 
- Zeleni Srbije, Serbia 
-   Pozitivna Crna Gora, Montenegro   
- South Tyrolean Greens, Italy 
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Withdrawal membership Zöld Baloldal 
The Committee had prepared a dossier and shared it with the delegates in August 2015.   
On 7 September 2015, Zöld Baloldal informed the EGP Committee that their congress decided to 
withdraw their membership from EGP. The Committee offered full reimbursement for two 
persons to be present at this Council to be heard, but this offer was denied. The party’s congress 
decision makes the withdrawal procedure obsolete, the Committee will ask the Council to take 
note of the decision of Zöld Baloldal.   

 
 
Plenary session: 
Presentation of the Financial Documents 
09:15-09:45, chaired by Lena Lindström, Treasurer of EGP, and Mar 
Garcia, EGP Secretary General 
 
Lena Lindström presents the financial documents 2016: the draft budget 2016 and 
membership fees 2016. Questions from the delegates are answered.  

Mar Garcia orally comments the Activity Plan 2016 that was submitted to the Council with the 
Council documents.  

 

 
Plenary session: 
Presentation of DOM (Democratic Renewal of Macedonia) 
09:45-10:00, chaired by Mar Garcia, EGP Secretary General 
The party chair of DOM, Liljana Popovska, and her colleagues give a presentation about the 
party that was founded in 2005. Afterwards, questions from the delegates are answered, covering 
the issues of the government participation until 2015, inner-party democracy, monitory rights and 
the name of the country. 

 

 
Voting and Election Session: 
10:00-12:45, chaired by Saraswati Matthieu, EGP Committee member 
Saraswati Matthieu welcomes the delegates. She promises to do her best in chairing to make 
sure that this will be a session that Steve Emmott, who traditionally chaired the voting session, 
could have been proud of. 

She informs the delegates that the Committee has decided to withdraw voting rights from five 
Member Parties who didn’t pay their membership fees for 2015. Thus, six votes from five Member 
Parties have been withdrawn. Hence, the total amount of allocated votes is 96. The Committee 
states that it’s ready to provide further information if requested.  

The electronic voting system is introduced to the delegates. In a trial vote, the total number of 89 
votes out of 96 allocated votes is cast, thus the 50%+1 quorum being achieved. 
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Adoption minutes Zagreb Council, 15-17 May 2015  
There are no amendments to the draft minutes of the Zagreb Council. The minutes are adopted 
(show of cards) with one abstention.  

 
Election of the Conciliation Panel 
Saraswati Matthieu informs the Council that only one candidate came forward (Agneta 
Börjesson, Sweden). Due to political engagements, she could not attend the Council. As one 
candidate is not enough to fill the Conciliation Panel, the Committee proposes an ad-interim 
solution: to call for elections to the Conciliation Panel at the Spring Council 2016 and to mandate 
4 of the current members of the Conciliation Panel to continue their function until the next 
Council.  

These four members who agreed to continue their function as a member of the Conciliation panel 
are Agneta Börjesson, Jan-Philipp Albrecht MEP, Brigitte Brozio and Olga Gnezdilova.  

Council agrees to the proposed ad-interim solution.  

 
Election of the Amendments Committee 
Saraswati Matthieu informs the Council that there is one candidate to be elected to fill in the 3rd 
position in the Amendments Committee: Alexandra Medwedeff.  

Further, the chair informs that Stéphane Sitbon-Gomez has resigned from his duty and a new 
election will be organised at the next Council. The Committee proposes to accept Jocelyne Le 
Boulicaut on an ad-interim basis, following a proposal by EELV to replace Stéphane Sitbon-Gomez 
until Spring Council 2016. 

The Council agrees to the ad-interim solution of appointing Jocelyne Le Boulicaut as a member of 
Amendments Committee until the Spring Council 2016.  

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to vote on the candidature of Alexandra Medwedeff to 
become a member of Conciliation Panel.  

Alexandra Medwedeff is elected as a member of Amendments Committee with 91 votes in favour 
and 1 abstention.  

 

Election of the EGP Committee 2015-2019 
Saraswati Matthieu clarifies the rules for election of the EGP Committee as specified in the Rule 
Book of the European Green Party.  

 

Vote on the Female Co-Chair 

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to vote on the candidature of Monica Frassoni to be re-
elected as female co-chair of the European Green Party.  

Monica Frassoni is re-elected with 75 votes in favour (78%), 11 votes against and 7 abstentions.  
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Vote on the Male Co-Chair 

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to vote on the candidature of Reinhard Bütikofer to be re-
elected as male co-chair of the European Green Party.  

Reinhard Bütikofer is re-elected with 70 votes in favour (73%), 12 votes against and 10 
abstentions.  

 

Vote on the EGP Secretary General 

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to vote on the candidature of Mar Garcia to be re-elected 
as Secretary General of the European Green Party.  

Mar Garcia is re-elected with 91 votes in favour (95%), 1 vote against and 1 abstention.  

 

Vote on the EGP Treasurer 

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to vote on the candidature of Lena Lindstrom to be re-
elected as a Treasurer of the European Green Party.  

Lena Lindstrom is re-elected with 91 votes in favour (95%), 1 vote against and 1 abstention.  

 

Vote on the 5th member of the EGP Committee 

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to proceed to vote. The results of the first round are: 

1) Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield – 64,5% of the votes cast are in favour;  
2) Steen Gade – 7,5% of the votes are in favour; 
3) Evelyne Huytebroeck – 5,4% of the votes are in favour; 
4) Maria Peteinaki - 0% of the votes are in favour; 
5) Michel Reimon – 1,1% of the votes are in favour; 
6) Oras Tynkkynen – 14% of the votes cast are in favour; 
7) Peter Ungar - 0% of the votes are in favour; 
8) Efi Xanthou – 7,5% of the votes are in favour; 
9) No abstentions. 

 
Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield is elected as an EGP Committee member.  
 
 

Vote on the 6th member of the EGP Committee 

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to proceed to vote. The results of the first round are: 

1) Steen Gade – 11% of the votes are in favour; 
2) Evelyne Huytebroeck – 2,2% of the votes are in favour; 
3) Maria Peteinaki – 1,1% of the votes are in favour; 
4) Michel Reimon – 58,2% of the votes are in favour; 
5) Oras Tynkkynen – 11% of the votes cast are in favour; 
6) Efi Xanthou – 13,2% of the votes are in favour; 
7) Péter Ungár – 3,3% of the votes are in favour; 
8) No abstentions. 
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Michel Reimon is elected as an EGP Committee member.  
 
 

Vote on the 7th member of the EGP Committee 

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to proceed to vote. The results of the first round are: 

1) Steen Gade – 12,1% of the votes are in favour; 
2) Evelyne Huytebroeck – 30,8% of the votes are in favour; 
3) Maria Peteinaki – 1,1% of the votes are in favour; 
4) Oras Tynkkynen – 37,4% of the votes cast are in favour; 
5) Efi Xanthou – 17,6% of the votes are in favour; 
6) Péter Ungár – 1,1% of the votes are in favour; 
7) There are no abstentions. 

No candidate drew in +50% of the votes. The second vote is between the two leading 
candidatures: Oras Tynkkynen and Evelyne Huytebroeck. The results of the second round are: 

1) Evelyne Huytebroeck – 46,7% of the votes are in favour; 
2) Oras Tynkkynen – 53,3% of the votes cast are in favour;  
3) No abstentions. 

 
Oras Tynkkynen is elected as an EGP Committee member.  

 

Vote on the 8th member of the EGP Committee 

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to proceed to vote. The results of the first round are: 

1) Steen Gade – 13,2% of the votes are in favour; 
2) Evelyne Huytebroeck – 37,4% of the votes are in favour; 
3) Maria Peteinaki – 13,2% of the votes are in favour; 
4) Efi Xanthou – 19,8% of the votes are in favour; 
5) Péter Ungár – 15,4% of the votes are in favour; 
6) One abstention. 

No candidate drew in +50% of the votes. The second vote is between the two leading 
candidatures: Evelyne Huytebroeck and Efi Xanthou. The results of the second round are: 

1) Evelyne Huytebroeck – 68,8% of the votes are in favour; 
2) Efi Xanthou – 31,2% of the votes cast are in favour;  
3) No abstentions. 

 
Evelyne Huytebroeck is elected as an EGP Committee member.  
 
 

Vote on the 9th member of the EGP Committee 

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to proceed to vote. The results of the first round are: 

1) Steen Gade – 16,1% of the votes are in favour; 
2) Maria Peteinaki – 11,8% of the votes are in favour; 
3) Efi Xanthou – 20,4% of the votes are in favour; 
4) Péter Ungár – 51,6% of the votes are in favour; 
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5) No abstentions. 
 

Péter Ungár is elected as an EGP Committee member.  
 

Saraswati Matthieu congratulates the newly elected Committee and thanks all other candidates for 
their participation.  

Reinhard Bütikofer and Monica Frassoni pay tribute to the outgoing committee members, having 
done a great service for the European Green Family: Saraswati Matthieu, Panu Laturi and Maria 
Peteinaki.  

 

Financial Documents 2016 
Saraswati Matthieu points out that the financial documents 2016 have been presented by Lena 
Lindström earlier in the day and informs the Council that submitted amendments have been 
withdrawn during the compromise amendment session, apart from amendment 7 by De Groenen. 
Otto ter Haar explains the amendment 7 of De Groenen. 

Vote on AM 7 (De Groenen): AM 7 is rejected.  

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to vote on the draft financial documents 2016:  

The draft budget 2016 is adopted by majority. 

The revised draft membership fees 2016 are adopted (show of cards) with 1 abstention. 

 

Proposal to the EGP Rule Book (Amendments Committee) 
Saraswati Matthieu informs the Council that all tabled amendments to the draft proposal for 
Amendments Committee have been withdrawn. She invites the Council to proceed with the vote 
on the draft text as initially presented. As this proposal is a change to the EGP Rule Book, it 
requires 2/3 majorities of the allocated votes.  

The draft proposal for Amendments Committee is adopted with 87 votes in favour and one 
abstention. 

 

EGP Activity Plan 2016 
Saraswati Matthieu informs the Council that most of the tabled amendments have been 
incorporated during the compromise amendment session. There are 3 amendments to be voted 
on individually.  

Saraswati Matthieu invites the French Greens to present their amendments. Jocelyne le Boulicaut, 
EELV, explains that the aim of presenting these amendments to the Council was to let the Council 
discuss on the follow up of the COP21, and that since the question has been discussed at the 
Council, the French Greens withdraw the amendment 5.  

Likewise, EELV withdraws AM 7.  

Vote on AM 11 (Vihreat-De Grona): AM 11 is rejected.  

Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to vote on the text as compromised.  

The draft Activity Plan 2016 is adopted.  
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Application for Candidate Membership by DOM (Democratic Renewal of 
Macedonia) 
Saraswati Matthieu invites the Council to vote on the application of DOM to become a Candidate 
Member of European Green Party using the electronic voting pads. 

DOM is accepted as Candidate Member of the European Green Party with 84 votes in favour, 4 
abstentions and 0 votes against. 

Saraswati Matthieu congratulates DOM with joining the European Green family.  

Liliana Popovska thanks the Council on behalf of DOM and promises to fulfil the delegates’ trust 
put in them.  

 

Other membership information 
Saraswati Matthieu informs the Council that in August 2015 the Committee has initiated a 
procedure for withdrawing the membership of Zöld Baloldal, Hungary. In September 2015, the 
Committee was informed by Zöld Baloldal that following the decision of the extraordinary 
Congress of the party, Zöld withdraw their membership with EGP.  

The Council takes note of this withdrawal of membership by Zöld Baloldal. 

 

Resolution “On the collective rights of minorities” 
Saraswati Matthieu informs the Council that following a discussion at the compromise 
amendments session, the tabling party LMP accepted to withdraw this resolution with the idea 
that the newly elected committee would address this topic in due time in a working group or a 
round table format.  

 

Resolution “European Aviation must be greener and fairer – and not 
lead to social and environmental dumping” 
Saraswati Matthieu informs the Council that all amendments tabled to this resolution have been 
compromised during the session on Friday and invites the Council to vote en block on the 
compromise amendments.  

Compromised amendments are adopted en block. 

The resolution “European Aviation must be greener and fairer – and not lead to social and 
environmental dumping” is adopted as compromised. 

 

Resolution “100 Year since Armenian Genocide” 
Saraswati Matthieu informs the Council that all amendments tabled to this resolution have been 
compromised during the session on Friday and invites the Council to vote en block on the 
compromise amendments.  

Compromised amendments are adopted en block. 
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The resolution “100 Year since Armenian Genocide” is adopted as compromised. 

 

 

Resolution “The EU and Europeans can do more for refugees” 
Saraswati Matthieu informs the Council that most of the amendments tabled to this resolution 
have been compromised during session on Friday and invites the Council to vote “en block” on 
the amendments that have been compromised.  

Compromised amendments are adopted en block. 

Vote on individual amendments:  

• AM 12 (FYEG) is adopted.  
• AM 17 (FYEG) is rejected.  
• AM 26 (Vihreät – De Gröna) is adopted. 
• AM 27 (Die Grünen) is adopted.  
• Revised AM 28 is adopted. 
• AM 30 (EELV) is adopted.  
• AM 31 (EELV) is withdrawn.  
• AM 32 (EELV) is rejected. 
• AM 45 (FYEG) is adopted.  
• AM 47 (GGEP) is adopted.  

The resolution “The EU and Europeans can do more for refugees” is adopted as amended. 

 

Resolution “On Fighting Climate Change: From Civic Action to COP21 
Diplomacy to Civic Action” 
Saraswati Matthieu informs the Council that most of the amendments tabled to this resolution 
have been compromised during the session on Friday and invites the Council to vote en block on 
the amendments that have been compromised.  

Compromised amendments are adopted en block. 

The AM 5 remains to be voted individually. AM 5 (FYEG) is rejected.  

The resolution “On Fighting Climate Change: From Civic Action to COP21 Diplomacy to Civic 
Action” is adopted as amended. 

Saraswati Matthieu concludes the voting session. 

 

Closing remarks 
Mar Garcia closes the Council with her reflections, saying that the Council started on Friday with 
a heartfelt tribute to Steve Emmott and that nobody would have imagined that a few hours later, 
we would be hit by the barbarian attack in Paris. The 23rd Lyon Council will always be associated 
with the pain of the victims and their families in Paris. The European Green Party’s main goal in 
the following days is to express solidarity of the European Green family with the people of France 
and with the French member party EELV. She points to the EGP Council declaration that 
condemns the attacks, referring to the values defined by the French people in 1792, liberté, égalité, 
fraternité, adding that the simple right to live in Paris, Istanbul, Beirut or anywhere in the world is 
at stake. She continues by saying that in an open society, there is no absolute protection against 
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such barbarian atrocities. Greens will defend an open society, citing Benjamin Franklin: “If we 
would sacrifice freedom in the pursuit of security, we would end up losing both”. 

But security concerns cannot be taken lightly, being incumbent on those who hold public 
responsibilities. Most of the perpetrators of the Paris attacks grew up among us, being neighbours 
or colleagues, before they decided to turn on their European compatriots to kill them in order to 
spread fear and terror. This grim reality has to be addressed. 

She finally points out that one has to take note of the fact that one of the terrorists seem to have 
come to Paris through Greece, passing as a Syrian refugee. It speaks of ultimate cynicism and is 
already used by some right-wing advocates for turning Europe into a fortress that ignores the 
rights of the refugees and that refuses to act according to our shared values.  

Mar Garcia ends by thanking the hosting party EELV for their support, all Green partners and the 
EGP office staff.  

 

The next council will take place in Utrecht, 20-22 May 2016, and the joint EGP / Global Greens 
Congress in Liverpool in March / April 2017.  

 

Council ends. 
 

	
	


